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Forum knowledgebase search
Searched for: IC-R1500 - Presentation (with remote head).pdf, Found: 93 lines
	Subject	Text
	Re: Onkyo TX-SV535 Amp / Remote Speakers NOT Working	[quote:586d3411be="kayecross"]I can not get the remote speaker button to work on my amp. I have inst
	Re: Onkyo TX-SV535 Amp / Remote Speakers NOT Working	[quote:0d4d64b6e9="kayecross"]I can not get the remote speaker button to work on my amp. I have inst
	












	reading my IR remote codes.	[color=red:e810ffe843]
[b:e810ffe843]hello,
i have my stereo remote control and i want to read it'
	Re: RCA Universal Remote Control	I need a copy a RCA Universal Remote Control Booklet
	Toshiba Rear projection TV, control panel/remote not working	Hi everyone,
I have a Toshiba Rear projection TV, model 42wh18b, it is 3 years old and we never h
	Re: RCA Universal Remote Control	I need a copy a RCA Universal Remote Control Booklet
	Onkyo TX-SV535 Amp / Remote Speakers NOT Working	I can not get the remote speaker button to work on my amp. I have installed outdoor speakers that I 
	TV Watson FA5112	I need help urgently. TV Watson FA5112, processor ST6385BB1/BJK , when tuning on the screen it is wr
		Push "video" 2 times, then you push 2 "menu" 2 times - here you are. This works if your remote contr
	TV Sony KV-29C5B (FE-1) Green picture	Hi everybody,
I have a TV Sony KV-29C5B (FE-1),It work fine except that the picture is a little b
	Magnavox TV Problem	My Magnavox model # 25E501 appears to have defaulted to a factory setting that keeps going through a
	JVC AV-27D304	TO ENTER THE SERVICE MENU
Press the [SLEEP TIMER] key and set the SLEEP TIMER
for "0 MIN".
Then p
	Unlocking the Celestial K12n-C1	I found the manual for this TV as mine was locked too. What you have to do, and I hope this informa
	Re: orange key	[quote:99bcbd98a9="Bejeweled"]did u ever get an answer to that question ? i have same problem lolo
	eprom dump supra stv28p10	tv name: supra
tv model: ST28p10
Chassis name: 11ak19p5 (printed on right side of board) on back 
	SP42W5HFX ( J52A )	Hello I´m from Madeira Island Portugal and I have a samsung
projection tv SP42W5HHFX chassi ( 
	Sony TV just quit	27" Sony Trinitron TV just quit. It will not turn on by the remote or on set button. Have confirmed 
	












	Code Lanc for Sony DCR-PC330E	I research the new code LANC for my sony DCR-PC330E, with the 3 modes: CAM, Recorder, and Photo.
I 
	Philips TV IR Receiver not responding as expected	Our Philips Blackline S TV (29PT5322) Remote sensor doesn't respond accordingly to some of the butto
	JVC DVD VCR combo hr-xvc25u manual guide	I have a dvd\vcr combo NO REMOTE, I was looking for a user guide/manual or the remote codes.
Than
		I have what sounds like a very similar or the same problem with a 6 yo Toshiba CN36H90. I played ar
	Vizio LCD 42" - Have picture but no audio	Mfg: Vizio
Model: VX42L HDTV 10A
Mfg Date: Aug 2007
100 ~ 240Vac at 50/60Hz
Problem is simple 
		[quote:d2eb4ddec8="moustapha"]Pls press the "display" button on the remote control for 5 s
	19" Curtis Mathis TV has black screen on the bottom 1/2	A black box (screen) within the tv screen appears in the bottom 1/2 of the screen with the upper 1/2
	chassis 11AK20M-3 ????	First forgive my english , I write from Spain.Now my case:I`ve got a Tv set 14" Basic Line Mod:BL-37
		More like "Dealer Lock on"
#1 Turn the DVD player on.
#2 Press the Stop button on the front pan
	Mitsubishi VS4001R power problem	I have a 40" rear screen projection Mitsubishi VS4001R which won't turn on properly. When I turn it 
	SERVICE MANUAL TV SONY KV29XL70E	Thanks, but the chassis is AE-6B and I don't know how to enter in service mode using the remote cont
		Use other remote, for example RM-870.
	jogmaster	Hi.I have a problem with my Schneider CD@MP3 player(Jogmaster).When I play a CD, no matter CDA or MP
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